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1- Bob knows the girl ……. to the teacher.
1) she talks
2) talks

3) talked

4) talking

2- The car ……. from their house was found by the police.
1) was stolen
2) steal
3) stolen

4) stealing

3- The young woman ……. to catch the bus fell down.
1) ran
2) running
3) run

4) to run

4- The music ……. now is by Javad Maroofi.
1) played
2) playing

4) being played

3) plays

5- They expect to help the poor with the money ……. .
1) being collected
2) collects
3) collect

4) to collect

6- The snow ……. on the highway will make the roads icy by night.
1) is falling
2) falls
3) falling

4) fell

7- Many people ……. with a family are very depressed.
1) don’t live
2) not lived
3) not living

4) don’t lived

8- The new president, ……. by all the people, felt confident about the future.
1) support
2) supports
3) supported
4) being supporting
9- Any of you ……. this test can’t enter the final exam. You have to pass this one.
1) passed
2) not passed
3) passing
4) not passing
10- A bottle ……. milk dropped on the ground and broke.
1) contains
2) contained
3) containing

4) to contain

11- The doctor said, “No need to worry. It’s only a(n) ……. form of lung illness.”
1) exact
2) exhausted
3) useless
4) mild
12- They agreed to lend us the car on ……. that we returned it before the weekend.
1) amount
2) condition
3) cause
4) inaction
13- The president’s health was giving serious cause for ……. .
1) damage
2) concern
3) reference

4) degree

14- I think schools should not be ……. only on their exam results.
1) surrounded
2) judged
3) reduced

4) realized

15- Work on the new road is ……. very slowly.
1) producing
2) contrasting

4) describing

3) progressing

16- When you look at their new system, ours seems very old by ……. .
1) care
2) danger
3) contrast
4) area
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17- Tom gave me a ……. that such a mistake would never happen again.
1) guarantee
2) cause
3) process
4) decrease
18- Historians use a wide variety of ……. for their research.
1) notices
2) punishments
3) amounts

4) sources

19- She got so scared at the time of the thief’s attack that she didn’t actually see him well. So
now she can’t ……. him.
1) enhance
2) notice
3) describe
4) warn
20- She could see her face ……. in the water.
1) destroyed
2) polluted

3) trapped

4) reflected

21- These courses are based on topics of ……. interest, which almost everyone likes.
1) general
2) concerned
3) effective
4) useless
22- The sunshine through the branches made beautiful ……. on the ground.
1) levels
2) patterns
3) forests
4) actions
23- A helpful learning ……. encourages the students to study better.
1) temperature
2) contrast
3) environment

4) danger

24- His friendly behavior was just a(n) ……. to make Jane say more than she should.
1) area
2) ocean
3) effect
4) trap
25- He’s not ……. handsome, but most girls are attracted to her.
1) particularly
2) globally
3) uselessly

4) skillfully
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